
ILLUMINOUS KAZAN

Somebody says that Kazan is the third capital of Russia and that's true. It also has Kremlin and

underground with stations like architectural masterpiece. Several year ago Kazan celebrated its

one thousand years anniversary. It's one of the eldest city in Russia. That's why Kazan has such

affluent history. There are a lot of memorials, churches and mosques, green squares and

gardens. This city combine Muslim and Christian culture and traditions in one place. One of the

most interesting facts is Kazan's placement: it based on Volga river which is one of symbols of

Russia.



DAY 1 ILLUMINOUS KAZAN

06:30 Check-out from the hotel. Meeting with the guide.

06:45-08:00 Transfer to the airport

09:20-10:45 Flight to Kazan

Arrival in Kazan. Meeting with the guide

11:45-14:00 Combined Tour. Kazan City Sightseeing Tour (FD)

- City panorama

14:15-15:30 Lunch at the Kremlin restaurant

15:30-16:30 Kremlin Visit with Kul Sharif Mosque Visit

16:30-18:00 Bauman street walking tour

18:00-20:00 Free time for shopping and leisure. Check in at the hotel

20:00 Meeting with the guide at the hotel

20:15-21:30 Dinner in Pashmir restaurant

21:30-22:00 Transfer to hotel. Overnight



DAY 2 FEEL THE DIVERSITY

10:00-10:15 Meeting with the guide at the hotel

10:45-12:00 Temple of All Religions Visit

12:00-12:30 Transfer to Tugan Avilim Complex

12:30-16:00 Tugan Avilim Complex Visit with master-classes and lunch

16:30-18:30 Kazan Walking Tour

Free time at leisure

20:00-22:00 Dinner in the House of Tatar Cuisine

22:00-22:30 Transfer to hotel



DAY 1

BAUMAN STREET WALK TOUR

Baumana Street is a pedestrian street in the heart of Kazan, the capital of the Tatarstan, Russia. It is named after Nikolay

Bauman, a Russian revolutionary, and is located in the central part of the city.

Highlights:

• Interesting history

• A lot of shops with souvenirs

DINNER IN PASHMIR RESTAURANT

CUISINE: European, international

In this ultramodern restaurant special light mood is created by picturesque west ornament of facade, soft luxury

sofas and quite music. You can enjoy elegant Uzbek dishes with elements of European cuisine. Sound and light decor also

follows for restaurant conception.

CAPACITY: Up to 150 pax.

SIGHTSEEING TOUR IN KAZAN

Kazan is the capital and largest city of the Republic of Tatarstan, Russia. Kazan is one of the largest religious, economic,

political, scientific, educational, cultural and sports centers in Russia.

Highlights:

• Visit in Kazan Kremlin

• Experience in hall of Added Reality with famous historical persons

• Incredible panorama of the city

LUNCH IN KREMLIN RESTAURANT



TEMPLE OF ALL RELIGIONS

This place is also known as Universal Temple. It consists of several types of religious architecture including an Orthodox

church, a mosque, and a synagogue, among others. The structure is not an active temple of any religion.

Highlights:

• Visit unusual architectural monument

• Unreal atmosphere of unity with world cultures.

COMBINED TOUR. TUGAN AVILIM COMPLEX VISIT

The complex “Tugan Avilim” (from the Tatar “native village”) opened in honor of the millennium of Kazan in 2005 and is

located in the heart of the beloved city. This is a real cozy village with log houses and a pond, made in a modern way. Here,

every visitor will find something to do because on the territory of “Tugan Avilim” there are:

• Pancake with a real wood-burning oven, Summer "Barbecue Yard“, Restaurant, Carpenter's workshops, Café "Lounge

14/56“, Mosque, Café "Alan-Ash“, Tatar Munchasy

KAZAN WALKING TOUR

DINNER IN THE HOUSE OF TATAR CUISINE RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Tatar, Oriental, International

This national restaurant placed in very heart of Kazan city with tasty and exquisite dishes which provide guests with a

true gastronomic and aesthetic pleasure. There was success to recreate national culture and save cuisine traditions.

CAPACITY: Up to 150 pax

DAY 2



TEL: +7 499 288 2118

E-MAIL: contact@miceversa.com

WEBSITE: http://www.miceversa.com

OFFICE: Russia, Moscow, per. Krasina 15/1, office 3B
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